Glyphs 2.0: Overview

Glyphs is a professional font editor for the Mac, written by German type designer Georg Seifert. The app enables a streamlined workflow that allows the user to focus on the design of the typeface. Intuitive vector drawing tools and keyboard shortcuts help you quickly get the shapes and metrics you want. Its governing principles encompass editing glyphs in a word context, and moving all technical production steps to the font export stage. It offers a range of techniques that give you complete control over interpolated outlines, and many options to dynamically re-use shapes. Its vector drawing, editing, measuring and path transformation functions have made it the number one choice amongst young type designers and lettering artists, though it has become increasingly popular among established foundries as well.
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Specs and Features

- Single window with a clean, Mac-like user interface
- Written in Mac-native Objective-C for high performance in OS X
- Edit View doubles as a text editor for editing glyphs in a word context
- Vector editing tools focussed on type design
- Built-in interpolated nudging
- Reusing shapes with components (one glyph inserted in another), glyph parts, and path fragments
- Extended non-Latin support, including CJK, and many Indic scripts such as Devanagari
- Cursive Attachment support for scripts like Arabic
- Right-to-Left and Top-to-Bottom support
- Automatic handling of diacritics
- Batch processing of glyphs
- Manual and automatic OpenType feature
- Three-axis interpolation
- Automatic and manual hinting for both PostScript and TrueType
- Metric Keys for automatic sidebearing calculation
- Native UFO support
- OpenType export: CFF/OTF and TTF
- Webfont export: EOT, WOFF and WOFF2
- Colorfont editing, preview and export: CPAL/COLR, Apple Emojis, layer fonts
- Inverted, flipped, and blurred preview rendering
- External preview on iOS devices
- Expandability through plugins and Python scripts
- Documented open source file format

For inquiries, please contact:
Georg Seifert <gs@glyphsapp.com>, +49 163 8430530
Rainer Erich Scheichelbauer <res@glyphsapp.com>
www.glyphsapp.com
